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Dunkin’ hot coffee spill left Jersey
Shore man with second degree burns,
lawsuit says
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A Jersey Shore man has filed a lawsuit against a Dunkin’ coffee

shop in Ocean County, claiming the beverage was so hot he

suffered second-degree burns when the lid popped off and the

liquid spilled on him.

Cosimo Nistico, 73, says in court papers he was injured after

ordering a hot coffee April 27 at a Dunkin’ drive-thru in the 1000

block of Route 37 in Toms River.

“The defendant negligently failed to properly secure the lid on (the)

cup, causing the hot coffee to spill on plaintiff’s lap, causing

second-degree burns to his left thigh,” states the suit, filed June 6

in Superior Court of Ocean County.

The lawsuit says Nistico’s injuries caused him great pain and

suffering that required medical treatment. He also lost time off from

his job and was unable to attend to his normal activities, the suit
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says.

Along with the Dunkin’ chain, Nistico is suing several unnamed

workers and corporations.

A spokesperson for the Dunkin’ chain did not immediately respond

on Monday to a request for comment on the lawsuit, which is the

latest in a string of customer lawsuits against the coffee chain.

In January, a New Jersey man claimed in a lawsuit he was injured

after buying hot coffee from a Dunkin’ in Madison. In that case, the

man claims the lid popped off a cup of “excessively hot” coffee and

burned his torso and limbs.

Court records show similar suits over hot coffee spills have been

filed over the past few years against Dunkin’ stores in Bergen,

Burlington, Camden, Hudson, Morris and Passaic counties.

Dunkin’ was also sued for $100,000 when a man claimed he was

injured when a toilet in a store in Winter Park, Florida, exploded,

leaving him covered in feces and urine.

Several hot beverage lawsuits have also been filed against the

McDonald’s chain in New Jersey and elsewhere dating back more

than 30 years, when an injured customer’s attorney successfully

argued the chain heated its coffee up to 30 degrees hotter than

industry standards.
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